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Abstract. Recently, concerning the homogeneous whirl decomposition of stochastic systems, 
Kikuchi and Fujino (1978) have suggested a decomposition theory (for any stochastic system) 
using the technique of 'state splitting'. However, their theory has the weak point that in the 
component s ochastic system there xist several components whose transition matrices are pseudo- 
stochastic. In order to solve such a problem, this paper proposes a method to decompose any 
n-state (n >~ 3) stochastic system into m (m ~> 2) r-state (2 ~ r < n) q-neighbour (1 6 q <~ m - 1) 
component s ochastic systems whose transition matrices are nonpseudostochastic. 
1. Introduction 
Several papers [2-5, 8-13] on the decomposition theory of stochastic systems (or 
automata) have appeared, since Bacon [1] first applied the concept of substitution 
property (SP) which was introduced for the deterministic case by Hartmanis and 
Stearns [6, 7]. Especially, whirl decomposition, in which each component stochastic 
system is connected with all other components, is useful for the decomposition of 
any given stochastic system. In [12], Pax gave the result that it is possible to 
decompose any n-state stochastic system into interconnected n - 1 two-state stochas- 
tic systems, based on SP and the idea of 'state splitting' which was suggested by 
Fujimoto and Fukao [3]. Further, a point of view different from that of Pax, using 
SP effectively, the present authors showed a method of whirl decomposition by 
some r-state (r >--2) component stochastic system [9]. 
On the other hand, concerning the homogeneous whirl decomposition i which 
each component is connected to a limited number of other components, it is not 
always possible to decompose very stochastic system by extending the methods 
mentioned above. In order to improve these methods, Kikuchi and Fujino [10] 
proposed the stochastic system with some dummy states, and gave a theory of 
homogeneous decomposition based on 'state splitting" for any stochastic system. 
However, they left the problem that some of the transition matrices of components 
are pseudostochastic. 
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This paper proposes a method of homogeneous whirl decomposition in which 
the transition matrices are all stochastic. Namely, by our method, any n-state 
stochastic system is decomposed into m (m>~2) r-state (2<~r<~ n) q-neighbour 
( l~<q<~m-1)  component stochastic systems whose transition matrices are 
nonpseudostochastic. Basic tool of our method is the concept of (m, k)-property 
which exists on the set of states Z of the stochastic system B obtained from whirl 
interconnection of m r-state q-neighbour components. And decomposition is done 
by constructing the new stochastic system /~ based on (m, q+ 1)-property and a 
partition on Z. 
2. Preliminaries 
The stochastic system is defined as follows. 
Definition 2.1. A stochastic system is a three-tuple A = [S, ,Y, {A(tr)}], where S is a 
finite set of states, Y is a finite set of inputs, and {A(tr)} (tr e,Y) is a finite set of 
stochastic matrices. 
If, at time t, the system is in a state s~ e S and receives an input tre ,Y, then it 
moves to a state sj e S with probability a~j(ar), where A(tr) = [ao(tr)].  Thus, A(or) 
is an I Sl-dimensional stochastic matrix, where I U[ denotes the number of elements 
in a set U. 
Definition 2.2. For each i (1~ i~  m) q-neighbour component stochastic system 
(q-neighbour component), A~q ° is defined as follows: 
A~ ° = IS i, £ x S E~+11 x S ti+21 x.  • • x S t~+ql, 
{A(0(tr, ~-['+1],, , sE,+2],= , . . . ,  s~+qJ)}], 
where Si is a finite set of states of A(q °, ,Y x SE~+11 x Sti+21 x .  • • x SE~+ql = Sa is a 
.[i+q s[i+2] finite set of inputs, and {A~q°(tr, ~[~+11 ~[i+21 s~+ql)) ((tr, ~, , ~ , 
- - i  I , ~ i  2 , • • • , • • • , 
s~ +qJ) ~ S a) is a finite set of transition matrices. [i +/~] (1 ~ ~ ~ q) is m if i +/~ = m 
and otherwise it denotes the remainder when i +/~ is divided by 
The q-neighbour component is interconnected with q other components, so the 
transition matrix of A~q i) is determined by an input cr and q neighbouring states. 
From now on, to distinguish between inputs and neighbouring states, cr is called 
the outer input. 
Definition 2.3. A m-r-q interconnected stochastic system (ISS) which is uniformly 
interconnected with m (m >~ 2) r-state ( r~ > 2) q-neighbour (q >i 1) components A~ 1), 
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A~:),... ,  A~ m) is defined as B = [Z, 2~, {B(cr)}], where Z = S 'x  S2x . . .  x S m, Is'l = r 
(1 <~ i <~ m), and 
B(or)=[bu, v(or)] (O~u, v~rm--1), (1) 
m 
b.,,~(o') l-I _¢k) (o', _tk+11 Ak+2] .[k+qh (2) - -  a ik jk  ~' i [k+l ]  ' ~ i [k+21 ' " " " ~ '~ i [k+q]  ] '  
k=l  
where b~,v(o,) designates the transit ion probabil ity such that if, at time t, the system 
B is in a state z. e Z and receives an outer input or, then it moves to a state zv e Z. 
2 srn 1 m z, = (s[,, si:, • • •, ira) and z~ = (s j l , . . .  , sjm) are m-dimensional  vectors, where (u)w = 
(iii2... ira),, (v)lo = (j l j2... jm),, and ( )g denotes g-adic numbers. 
Definition 2.4. When m-r-q ISS B = [Z, ,Y, {B(cr)}] is in a state zl ((01o = (it i2... im)r, 
for each k (1 ~< k<~ m) and ik (0 <~/i, <~ r -  1)), then h~V)(L ~j~)(cr) denotes the transi- 
tion probabi l i ty from a state s~ to s .~ in a component  A~ v) for an outer input o,. 
Definition 2.5. A partition 11 on a set K is defined as follows: 
I I= {n,I n, = ,,=>n,, nrL  =0, U n,= g}, 
In the fol lowing we give a concept of (m, k) -property  which plays an important 
role in the homogeneous whirl decomposit ion. 
Definition 2.6. Let Z = S* x S2x • • • x S m, where, for each i (1 ~< i<~ m), [S'[ = r. And 
let 
U={ili2...'Zm[(Si,,1 Si2,--.,2 sim)ez, o<~ik<~r_l(l<~k<~m)}. 
Then, a subset of  U, L(m, k), is said to have (m, k)-property on Z if the following 
is satisfied. For each a, f le L(m, k) (a = ili2.., is, fl =jlJ2. . .jm), if a # fl, then, 
for each ~" (1<~ 1-<~ m), there exists some/z  (0<~/z <~ k - l )  such that i[.+~] ~j[~+~,]. 
r 1 
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Fig. 1. A whirl interconnection f three 1-neighbour component stochastic systems. 
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For example, if U={000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111}, then L1(3,2)= 
{000, 011},/.,2(3, 2)= {001,010, 100}, and L3(3, 2)= {000, 011, 101, 110} are the sets 
with (3, 2)-property. 
Based on a partition and a set with (m, k)-property on Z we construct another 
stochastic system/~ defined as follows. 
Definition 2.7. Let B=[Z,~.,{B(O-)}] be an m-r-q ISS, II={//~ll<~i<~t} be a 
partition on Z and L(m, q+l)={l~[l<~i<~ t} be a set with (m, q+ 1)-property on 
Z. Then, based on / /and  L(m, q+ 1) we define the stochastic system 
= [0 , .v ,  
where 0 = {0~10i = (//i, zl,), 1 <~ i ~< t} and, for each i,j (1 <~ i,j <~ t), 
f)i,j(o-) = ~ bl,.f(o-). (3) 
z :n j  
Definition 2.8. Let A = [S, ,Y, {A(o-)}] be a stochastic system and H = {H~[ 1 ~< i <~ t} 
be a partition. Then, A(o-)= [do(o-)] (1 ~<i~ < IS[, 1 ~ j  <~ t) is a matrix merged with 
partiton 171 where 
do(O')= ~. ai, f(o-). 
~f~rtj 
Definition 2.9. Stochastic systems A1 = [$1, ,~, {Al(tr)}] and A2 = [$2, ~, {Al(o-)}] 
are said to be isomorphic if there exists a one-to-one mapping f between S~ and $2 
such that, for any si, sj ~ Sl, o- ~ -Y, al~;(o-) = oa:<,~.:~j~(o-). 
In the following definition, we define the decomposability of a stochastic system 
into some q-neighbour components. 
Definition 2.10. Let B = [Z, ,~, {B(o-)}] be an m-r-q ISS. Assume that there exist a 
partit ion//i  = {//11 i t} on Z and a set L(m, q + 1) (IL(m, q + 1)1 - t) with (m, q + 
1)-property on Z, and let/~ = [0, ,~, {B(o-)}] be a stochastic system obtained from 
B based on / /  and L(m, q + 1). Then, i f /~ is isomorphic to a stochastic system 
A=[S,.,T,,{A(O-)}] ([SI = t) and, for each i (1<~ i<~ m), IS'l< lSl, then A is said to 
be decomposable into interconnected q-neighbour components ..q/t°), .~t(2).q , . . ,  A(qm). 
In  the decomposition of stochastic systems, if the theory of decomposition is
established for only one outer input, then, using that theory, the decomposition for 
other inputs is easily derived. So, in the sequel, we discuss the case for only one 
input o- and, for simplicity, we often use the notations a o, do , . . .  , b. o instead of 
ao(o-), do(o-) , . . . ,  bo(o-), etc. 
3. Characteristics of transition matrix B(o')  
In this section we investigate the characteristics of transition matrix B(o-) of m-r-q 
ISS B=[Z, .,~, (B(o-)}]. 
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For each u (0<~ u<<. rq -1 )  we define the transition matrix 
component Aeq ~') (1 <~ ~,<~ m) as follows: 
A~")(o,p.)=[a[) u] (O<~/,j<~r-1),  
_..(¢[.v+1] [~+21 S~ +ql) ((U)lo=(ili2 .iq)r). wherepu ,-,, , si  , . . . ,  .. 
We now give the following proposition concerning a 
$1 x S 2 x .  • • x S m = {Zo, • • •, z,-_~}. 
of a q-neighbour 
(4) 
partition on Z= 
Prol~sition 3.1. Let H = {H, I1 ~ i~  t} be a partition on Z and ~, = ( g~l, g~2, . . . , gt,) 
be the i-th row o f  the matr ix /~(o)  = [gtj(o')] (1~ i~  rm-1 ,  l ~ j ~ t ). Then, for  any 
stochastic vector c = ( cl, c2, c,), there exist solutions ~,u . . . ,  ai,.f ( l  ~ v~m,  O~j~r -1 )  
o f  an equation ~ = c only i f  t ~ re ( r -  1) + 1, where (01o = ( i l /2. . .  i,,L. 
From Proposition 3.1, the following theorem is easily derived, so its proof is 
omitted. 
Theorem 3.2. For each k (k> re ( r -  1) + 1), there exists some k-state stochastic system 
which is not decomposable into m r-state q-neighbour component stochastic systems. 
Namely, if any t-state stochastic system is decomposable into r-state q-neighbour 
components .,~qA~l), Atq 2) , . . . ,  Atq m), then t <~ re ( r -1 )+ 1. So, we introduce a partition 
H ~ on Z as follows: 
H~={H' i [ l<~i<~r+~} (1 ~< z<~ (m-  1 ) ( r -  1)), (5) 
where, for each z., zv (z. e H i ,  z~ e / /~) ,  u < v if p < y. And, for each k (1 <~ k<~ m - 
1), when (k- 1) ( r -  1) + 1 <~ ~r<~ k( r -  1), 
( r  ' ' - t  i f ( t -1 ) ( r -1 )+ l<~i<~t( r - l ) ( l< . t<~k) ,  
_ ]  [ r -{~-  (k -  1 ) ( r -  1)}]r m-k-1 
I//~1 (6) 
- |  if i=  k( r -1 )+ 1, 
/ 
[ r " -k - !  i f k ( r _ l )+2<~i~r+~. .  
For example, in the case of r = 3 and m = 3, 
/7  I :{{z0 ,  Z l , . . .  , ZS}, {Zg, Z l0 , . . .  , Z17},{Z18 , Z19, . . .  , Z23}, 
{z24, z25, z26}}, 
n ~ = {{Zo, z , , . . . ,  z,}, {z~, Z ,o , . . . ,  zl,}, {z,,,  z,9, Z~o}, 
{z~,, z=,  z=}, {z~,, z , ,  z~,}}, 
//3 = {{Zo, z l , . . . ,  z,}, {zg, Zlo, - • -, z17}, {z,s, z,9, z2o}, 
{z,, ,  z=,  z=}, {z~,, z2~}, {z~}}, 
/74 = {{Zo, z l , . . . ,  z,}, {Zg, Zlo,. • •, z~}, {z,, ,  z19, z2d, 
{z2,, z=,  z,3}, {z~,}, {z2s}, {z~,}}. 
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Now let ~i=(bi.1, 6i,2,...,/~/,r+~,) be the ith (0<~i~<r-1, ( i )~o- - ( i l i 2 . . . i~) , )  row 
of the matrix/~(¢r) which merges B(cr) with the partition H ~. Let p = m - log, I/-/;+,]. 
Then the following proposition is derived. 
Proposition 3.3. The matrix B(cr) is dependent on p components and independent on 
the other components. 
Proof. For the proof of this proposition, we refer to [9, Theorem 3.3]. [] 
Proposition 3.4. There exist q-neighbour components A~), ~q~t2),..., A~ m) such that, 
for  any stochastic vector e = ( c~, c2 , . . . ,  c~+~), ~1~ = c. 
Proof. For the proof of this proposition, we refer to [9, Theorem 3.4]. [] 
Further, we obtain the following theorem concerning the rows of B(tr). 
Theorem 3.5. Let B=[Z , ,S ,  {B(oQ}] be an m-r-q ISS and L (m,  q+l )  be a set with 
( m, q + l )-property on Z. Then, for  each i, i' ( i, i' e L( m, q+ 1)), i f  i # i', then the i-th 
and i'-th rows o f  B(  or) are independent. 
Proof. We show that if, for each i, i' (i, i 'a L(m, q+ 1)), i#  i', then bo and b~,j, are 
independent for each j , j '  (O<-j, j'<~ r m - 1). Let 
(i)~o = ( ix i2 . . . ira), 
(J) ~0 = (j~j2 . . . jm),, 
(i')~o = (i~... i ' ) , ,  
( j ' ) lo= (j' l j[ . . . j "  ),. 
Then, bo and by j,  can be represented as follows: 
bt j -  2'"2 • • • 
m a i l , j  I a i2 , j  2 
I,"i 2,% bi,j, = a,, ,,a .... • • • am'"'., 
'1,./1 12,32 - -  i~n,J~n " 
where, for each k( l<~k<~m),  (Uk)lo= ( itk+l]i[k+2] . . . ilk+q]), and 
(7) 
(8 )  
(u ; , ) ,o= 
(i[k+~]i~k+2l • • • i~k+q]),. Since L(m,  q + 1) has (m, q + 1)-property, if i, i'~ L(m, q + 1), 
then there exists some p (0~ < tz ~< q) such that irz+~,]# i{l+~,l for each l (1 ~< l<~ m). 
Thus, for each k (1 <~ k~ < m), uk # u~ or ik # ik. Accordingly, if i # i', then bo and 
b~,j, are independent. It follows from this fact that if i ~ i', then the ith and i'th 
rows of B(cr) are independent. [] 
From Theorem 3.5 the following theorem is easily derived. 
Theorem 3.6. Let L( m, q + 1) be a set with ( m, q + 1) -property on Z. Then, i f  i # i' for  
each i, i' ( i, i' E L(  m, q+ 1)), then vii and ~1~' are independent. 
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4. Homogeneous decomposition of stochastic systems 
In this section we show that any n-state stochastic system is decomposable into 
m r-state q-neighbour components. Further, a characteristic of the transition matrix 
of the components i investigated. 
We first give a proposition concerning the (m, k)-property. 
Proposition 4.1. For each m, k ( m >>-k~>2) satisfying m = ak ( a >>-1), there exists a 
set L(m, k) with (m, k)-property on Z such that [L(m, k)l = r k. 
Proof. If m = k, then any set of r-adic numbers of length k, 
V k={i l i2 . . ,  ik[0~ < ~< r - l ,  l<~j<~ k}, (9) 
has (k, k)-property. Further, for each a (a >~ 1) we define 
V~={( i~ i2 . . .  ik)~li~i2.. ,  ike Vk}, (10) 
where (X )  ~ = XX.  • • X(~times) denotes the concatenation of X. For each r (1 <~ '<~ 
ak)  we define 
k R(¢)--{ij<¢+,>/<~+2>... i<.,+k>[ i, i2 . . . i¢. . . i,~ e V,~k}, (11) 
where (~'+/~) (1 <~/z ~< k) is k if ~+1~ = ak and otherwise it denotes the remainder 
when i +/~ is divided by m. Then, it is easily seen that 
R(~')= V k. (12) 
Thus, V~ (IV~l= r k) has (ak, k)-property. [] 
We conjectured that, for each m, k (2-- <k~ m), there exists a set L(m, k) with 
(m, k)-property such that IL(m, k)[ = r k. However, to our knowledge, this problem 
has not been solved so far. 
Further, the following proposition is easily derived, and so the proof is omitted. 
Proposition 4.2. I f  there exists a set L(m, k) with ( m, k )-property such that [ L( m, k )[ = 
c (c~ > 1), then, for each i (1~ < i<~ c), there exists a set L~(m, k) with (m, k).property 
such that ILi(m, k)l =/. 
In the following we prove the homogeneous decomposition theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. For each n-state (n >-- 3) stochastic system A = [S, ~, {A(¢)}], there 
exists an m-r-q ISS B = [Z, ,~, {B(or)}] Such that/~ = [0, ,Y, {/~(cr)}] /s isomorphic to 
A. Namely, A is decomposable into interconnected r-state q-neighbour components 
A~ '), A~2), . . . , A~ "). 
Proof. Let B = [Z, ,F, {B(cr)}] be an m-r-q ISS which is obtained from interconnec- 
tion with m r-state q-neighbour components *~qA(l),--q~t(2),.. ., A~ m) given in (4). Clearly, 
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the partition which has the maximum cardinality in the partitions H ¢ (1 ~< ¢~ 
(m - 1)(r -  1)) is H (m-1)(r-') with ]//(m-,)(,-,)] = re(r-- 1)+ 1. And it is obvious that, 
for each n (n ~> 3), there exist m and r satisfying the following: 
n <~ re(r-  1)+ 1. (13) 
Further, it follows from Proposition 4.1 that there exists a set L(m, q+l )  with 
(m, q + 1)-property satisfying (13) and 
n<~lL(m, q+ 1)l. (14) 
That is, there exist m and q satisfying (13) and (14). Thus, for m and r satisfying 
(13) and (14), it follows from (5) that there exists a partition H ~* such that 
II'*={llill<~i<~n}, and, by Proposition 4.2, there exists a set L* (m,q+l )= 
{l~[l<~i<~n} with (m, q+l)-property. Then, based on H "* and L*(m, q+l ) ,  we 
construct from B a stochastic system 
i} = [o, Z, 
where 0 = {(Hi, l~)[Hi • II"*, 15 • L*(m, q + 1), 1 <~ i <~ n}. Noticing the form of the 
transition matrix B(tr), it follows from Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.6 that, for 
any n-state stochastic system A, there exist r-state q-neighbour components 
A ('), A(2),..., A (m) satisfying 
/~(tr) = A(tr). [] (15) 
Accordingly, in order to decompose an n-state stochastic system, first, for m, r, 
and q satisfying [H'I = n and [L(m, q+l)[  = n (L(m, q+l )  has (m, q+ 1)-property) 
we construct an m-r-q ISS B - [Z, 2~, {B(tr)}] using q-neighbour components given 
in (4). Furthermore, based on / /"  and L(m, q + 1) we construct a stochastic system 
/~ = [0, ,Y, {/~(tr)}] (101 = n), and, finally, we can obtain the desired components by 
solving the equation/~(tr) = A(tr). We note that the rows in B(tr) corresponding 
to the elements of L(m, q + 1) are required. 
Let LM(m, k) denote the set with maximum number of elements of the sets with 
(m, k)-property on Z. Then, by Theorem 4.3, the following relations hold among 
m, r, q, and n : 
{ n< lLM(m'q+l)l i f l LM(m'q+l ) l<m(r -1 )+ l '  (16) 
n<.m(r -1 )+ l  i f l L~(m,q+l ) l>~m(r -1 )+ l .  
Now, cardinalities of / /~(l<~i<~r+¢) can be written in the order 
T I//ii, In,+,l, as foUows: 
r m-1  r m- l ,  r m-2  rm-2  rm-k rm--k arm-(k+l ) ,  
, - ° -9  9o*°  , , -  ° ° ,  , .o ,  
'~ ~r  t k ' v  • " '  ~ • 
• - 1 t imes r -- 1 t imes r-- 1 t imes 
rm-(k+l),..., rm-(k+D, (17) 
,-~.;es 
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where 1 <~ a <~ r -  1, 1 <~ k <~ r - 1. Here, we denote h~)(i,, ~j, , )  by xj (1 <~ m, 0<~ L, j ,  ~ 
r - I). Noticing that ~J.~M h~)(i~ ~j~)  = I (M = {0, I , . . . ,  r -  I}), for the vector Wi -- 
(b~,,/~t2,-.., G~,+,) we get the following equations: 
= xL  . . . , = 
(18) 
- -  1 k -1  k k -1  k 
b i , (k - l ) ( r -1 )+ l  " -  X r - I  " " Xr - I  3£0 ,  • • • , b i ,  k ( r -1 )  1 • ~_  Xr_  1 • . . Xr_  1 Xr - -2 ,  
b i ,  k ( r -1 )+ l  1 k - k+l+Xlk+l+ - -  k+l \  
~-  Xr_  1 • • • Xr_ I [X  0 • • , - t -Xa_ l ) ,  
U 1 k k+l  C 1 k k+l  vg k( r - -1 )+2 = Xr -1  " " " X r - lXa  , " " • , O i ,  k ( r - - l )+r -a+l  "-" Xr - I  " ' " Xr - - lX r - - I  • 
From this, we obtain the following theorem concerning the transition matrices of 
the components. 
Theorem 4.4. When any n-state stochastic system is decomposed into an m-r-q ISS, 
the number o f  elements o f  the transition matrices A~)(o ", p,) (1 <~ i <<- m, 0 <<- u ~ r q - 1) 
to be determined is n ( n - 1). 
Proof, Let B = [Z, 2, {B(o-)}] be an m-r.q ISS obtained from interconnection with 
r-state q-neighbour components given in (4). For the ith row */i = (/~1,/~2, • • . , /~ , )  
of/~(cr), which is a matrix merged with the partition H ¢ (I/Vl= r+¢, r+¢= n), 
and for a stochastic vector c = (c~, c2 , . . . ,  c,), the problem of solving the equation 
W~ = c is reduced to finding the solutions of (18). Considering the fact that Xo k+~ + 
x~k+~ +" • • +X~-l-k+~ = X is one unknown factor, it is easily seen that (18) has k( r  - 1) + 
r -  a + 1 = IH¢[ = n unknown factors. And, by Proposition 3.4, the solutions of (18) 
exist• Thus, putting Xo k+l - X, x~ +l x~ +l k+l  = =- . .  = x~_~ = 0 and noting that ~=1 5~j = 
1, eventually, the problem of solving (18) is reduced to finding n-  1 entries of the 
matrices. Furthermore, let L(m, q+l )  (IL(m, q+l)l  =n) be a set with (m, q+ 
1)-property on Z. Then, it follows from Theorem 3.6 that if, for each /, j  ( / , j~ 
L(m, q + 1)), i #j ,  then the ith and j th  rows of/~(o-) are independent. Thus, in order 
to get the components A °), A(2) , . . . ,  A (=) we must determine n(n - 1) entries of the 
transition matrices of m components. [] 
5. Example  
Using the decomposition theory developed in this paper, we try to decompose a
5-state stochastic system A = [S, 2, {A(o0} ] (2 = {or}), with 
0.2 0.2 
0.1 0 
A(cr)-- 0.3 0.4 
0.5 0 
0 1 
into four 2-state 2-neighbour component 
0.3 0.1 0.~ 
0.4 0.2 0.3 
0.1 0.1 0 .1 ,  
0.3 0 0.2 
0 0 0 
stochastic systems. 
(19) 
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First we construct a stochastic system B = [Z, Z, {B(tr)}] from interconnection 
with 2-state 2-neighbour components A~ '), A~2 ), A~2 3), and A~2 4), given in (4), and we 
adopt a partition//3 and a set L(4, 3) with (4, 3)-property on Z as follows: 
/ /3= {{Zo ' Zl, . . . ' ZT}, {Zs, Zg, ZIO, Z1,} ' {Z12 ' Z13} ' {Z14}, {Z,5}} ' 
L (4 ,  3) = {0000, 0011,  0101,  1010,  1111}. 
Further, constructing/} based on/ /3  and L(4, 3), we obtain 
~(~)  = 
am ,0 20 10 20 30 i0 20 30 40 10 20 30 40. 
aola0o aolaola0o aolaolaola0o aolao,aolaol 
a~} ,1 23 ,1 23 32 , ,  23 32 40 __11 23__32__40 
aola0o aolaolalO aolaola,laio ~tolao,t l , ,t / l l  
a~ 12 21 12 21 32 ,2 2, 32 4, ,2 21 32 4, 
ao!alo aolaua0o ao~al,ao,a,o aola,oawau 
, ,  ,1 22 ,1 22 3, 11 22 3, 42 _11 22_31_42 
alo aua0o auaola,o al,ao,alla,o ullaoluuao1 
,3 13 23 ,3 23 33 ,3 23 33 43 ,3 23 33 43 
-a lo  a , ,a lo  a,la,lalO al lal la l la, ,  a,lalla,la,1 
where we use the notation a~ ~' instead of a .~'." And from/}(or) = A(tr) we get - - t j  ° 
a lO  ' _20 , _30 1 40 , 0o=~, u0o=~, a0o=~, aoo=~, 
aU_ 1 a~=0,  _32 4 4o 2 
0o--]'6, f l l0=~, a lo=3,  
a,2 3 _21 4 _32 , 41 
0o=V6, a l0=~,  a0o=~, a ,o=~,  
a11_ 1 aM=0 ' _31 3 aM=0 ' 
13 23 33 43 
a lo=0 , alo = 1, a ,o=*  , a lo=* ,  
where * denotes an arbitrary nonnegative real number less than 1. Thus, we get 
[' '] I (1) A2 (or, p0o) = 
* 1 -*  ' 
)(o', ,OIo) = 
1 - , J '  
°~.  )= 1 - ,  ' 
1~* • 
I Ap)(°r' P0o)= 1 -*  ' 
[A(~3)(~, O,o) = , .  
t A~4)( , , ,  o0o) = , [: '] LA(24)( o', p,o)= 1 -*  ' 
L~ ~J  
[, Af ) (e ,  poi) = * 1 
A~3)(~, po,) = * 1 , 
[: 1_,] 
A(23)( o', P11)-~ 1- -*  ' 
A(4) (~,0o , )  = • 1 , 
[: 1-:] 
3(24)(0", P,1) -- 1 -- " 
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6. Conclusions 
Introducing the idea of (m, k)-property and a new stochastic system /}, we 
proposed a homogeneous decomposition theory for stochastic systems. Using our 
method, any given n-state stochastic system can be decomposed into m r-state 
q-neighbour components whose transition matrices are stochastic. Investigation of 
relationships among m, r, q, and n, that is, studying the cardinality of LM(m, q + 1) 
with (m, q+ 1)-property for each m, r, q is a problem to be considered in the future. 
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